for presentation to the group. The institute will be conducted by Carol Kuhlthau and Mary George. Contact: Jana Varlejs, Director of Professional Development, SCILS, Rutgers University, 4 Huntington Street, New Brunswick, NJ; (201) 932-7146.

30—July 9—Northern Ireland: Tour of Irish library collections, including the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, Ulster-Amerian Folk Park, Fer masanagh Museum, Armagh Public Library, Ar margh Museum, Queen’s University of Belfast, Linenhall Library, and others. The program is offered by the British Council in association with the Ulster Historical Foundation. Fee: $400 (includes accommodations, most meals, and transport in Northern Ireland). Contact: Carmel McGill, Northern Ireland Cultural Exchanges Officer, The British Council, British Embassy, 3100 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20008; (202) 898-4277.

July

22—29—New technology: Summer institute on “Technology in Transition: Issues, Dilemmas, and Trends,” sponsored by Nova University’s Center for Computer-Based Learning, Airport Hilton, Dania, Florida. Keynote speakers include Cecil Beach, Roger Wyatt, and John Blair. Topics: LANs, optical disk technology, artificial intelligence and expert systems, interactive video, and computer-based training. Contact: Marilyn Kemper, Director, Information Sciences, Center for Computer-Based Learning, Nova University, 3301 College Ave., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314; (305) 475-7047.

August

1—12—Federal libraries: 16th annual Institute on Federal Library Resources, sponsored by the Catholic University of America’s School of Library and Information Science, Washington, D.C. Participants will be addressed by 25 directors of federal information programs and several membership association representatives. Contact: SLIS, Catholic University of America, Washington, DC 20064; (202) 635-5085.

7—12—Rare books: 10th annual Out-of-Print and Antiquarian Book Market Seminar, Driscoll University Center, University of Denver. A comprehensive survey of the market through a series of lectures, demonstrations, discussions, and workshops. Keynote speaker: Bernard M. Boshental. CEUs: 3.0. Free: $450 (deposit due by July 1, check payable to Book Seminars, Inc.). Contact: Margaret K. Goggin, 4024 N.W. 15th Street, Gainesville, FL 32605; (904) 378-8144.

October

17—20—EUSIDIC: Annual conference, European Association of Information Services, Heidelberg, Germany. Speakers include: Brigitte Henne mann (Genios), Clemens Jochum (Beilstein Institute), David Whitaker (Whitakers), Christian Duteuil (CNIC), Hans Haller (University of Saarbrücken), Sir Charles Chadwyck-Healey, Jacques Michel (International Patent Office), Peter Jones (DEC), and Ev Brenner (API). Contact: Barbara Sarjeant, EUSIDIC, First Floor Offices, 9/9A High Street, Calne, Wiltshire, England.


Classified Advertising Dep't, ACRL, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611; (312) 944-6780.

**WANTED**

DONATE YOUR USED EQUIPMENT. Tax deductible. We are a not-for-profit medical school in northeast Missouri seeking your used equipment.

---
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POSITIONS OPEN

ACQUISITIONS/COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT LIBRARIAN. St. Lawrence University, a private, nondenominational liberal arts college, invites nominations and applications for its position of Acquisitions/Collection Development Librarian. Under the direction of the University Librarian, this person will be responsible for drafting, implementing and monitoring library collection development policy and managing a library materials budget of $660,000. S/he will work closely with faculty and coordinate the collection development efforts of the librarians. Under the general direction of the Head of Technical Services, s/he will be responsible for coordinating the ordering and receipt of library materials in an automated environment and serving as a resource person for two acquisitions paraprofessionals. Other responsibilities include sharing evening and weekend reference service in rotation with all librarians. Required: ALA-accredited MLS; some experience with collection development and acquisitions; familiarity with the OCLC system or another bibliographic utility, MARC format, and AACR2; demonstrated communication and interpersonal skills and ability to work with all segments of the academic community. Preferred: professional library experience; experience in budget management and fund accounting; familiarity with PC software applications; a second master's degree; a working knowledge of at least one foreign language. Twelve-month contract. Liberal benefits. Month's vacation. Faculty status. Starting date: on or before August 15, 1988, preferred. Salary range: $19,000–$22,000. Send letter of application, resume, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three references to: Lynn Ekdall, Search Committee Chair, Owen D. Young Library, St. Lawrence University, Canton, NY 13617. Applications should be received by May 27, 1988. St. Lawrence University is an EEO/AA employer and educational institution. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

ACQUISITIONS/EVENING REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. Responsibilities include coordinating acquisitions and providing reference service five days a week, Monday—Thursday and Sunday 2–10 P.M. Required: MLS from an ALA-accredited institution and knowledge of computer applications for library procedures. Desirable: Bilingual experience. Salary range is $18,000–$20,000. Benefits include a month's vacation, insurance, and tuition remission opportunities. Starting date: July 1, 1988. Submit resume and references by June 1, 1988, to: Elinor Vaughan, Director, Brenau Trustee Library, Gainesville, GA 30501. Brenau College is an equal opportunity employer.

ACQUISITIONS LIBRARIAN, Occidental College. The Acquisitions Librarian position at Occidental College reports to the Technical Services Librarian. He/she plans, coordinates and directs activities of the acquisitions function with special emphasis in non-books. This would include serials, A-V, and microforms. Responsible for supervision of ordering, serials check-in, bibliographic checking, vendor relations, maintenance of files, staff training, scheduling, binding and bindery operation. All librarians at Occidental participate in reference and other service programs, as well as selection responsibilities in one or more subject areas through our faculty liaison program. Qualifications: MLS from an ALA-accredited school; three years of experience in an academic library, preferably in an automated environment. A strong service orientation and understanding of applications of microcomputer software programs to library projects. The person we seek for this position must work with minimum supervision and have the flexibility to meet new assignments as the organization and operations undergo changes. Must demonstrate an ability to work well with faculty, students, staff and colleagues. Exceptional computer skills preferred.

ACQUISITIONS/EVENING REFERENCE LIBRARIAN.

TWO DEPARTMENT HEAD POSITIONS
The Center for Research Libraries

The Center for Research Libraries is seeking department heads for its acquisitions and circulation departments. These management positions require MLS or equivalent and 5 years' progressively responsible experience in a university or large research library, excellent oral/written communication skills, and supervisory experience.

HEAD, ACQUISITION. Knowledge of acquisitions practices and procedures, especially as related to the acquisition of foreign materials and serials. This position supervises and administers all aspects of the acquisitions department. Performs a major part in all planning activities related to the operation of the department and assists in all planning activities related to technical services. Prepares and monitors departmental budget requests.

HEAD, CIRCULATION. Knowledge of current and developing practices and procedures in interlibrary lending and document delivery. Strong bibliographic skills relevant to reference functions. This position supervises and administers all aspects of interlibrary loan, circulation, and on-site use of collection. Performs a major part in all planning activities related to the operation of the department and assists in all planning activities related to access services. Prepares and monitors departmental budget requests.

We offer an excellent benefits package, including TIAA/CREF retirement plan. Minimum salary $25,400; higher salary negotiable depending on qualifications and experience. Persons wishing to apply for these positions should submit a letter of application, including salary requirements, resume, and list 3 references to:

Linda Whittington
Personnel Officer
The Center for Research Libraries
6050 S. Kenwood
Chicago, IL 60637

Equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.
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cellent communication skills are required. Occidental College is a highly selective liberal arts college located in the culturally enriched Los Angeles area. A major library automation project is underway with expected installation in 1989. Minimum salary of $23,000 with a very generous benefit package. Please send letter of application, re-
sume, and three professional references to: Jacquelyn M. Morris, College Librarian, Mary Norton Clapp Library, Occiden-
tal College, 1600 Campus Road, Los Angeles, CA 90041. Ap-
lications received by May 27, 1988 will receive first consideration. Occi-
dental College is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES LIBRARIAN, Boston College Li-
braries. This position coordinates personnel management, staff de-
velopment, communications and statistics for the University Library sys-
tem. The Administrative Services Librarian reports to the Univer-
sity Librarian and participates, with senior management, in overall
library planning and administration. Specific responsibilities include
interviewing and recruitment, staff orientation and development pro-
grams, editing of a weekly staff newsletter, coordinating production
of library publications and serving as general ombudsman for the li-
brary staff. Boston College Libraries have a total staff of 50 profes-
sionals, 90 support positions and over 200 student assistants. The
collections include over a million printed volumes and the libraries
are fully automated. The library administration is committed to devel-
oping leadership, planning and management skills at all levels of the
library staff. Creativity and innovation are encouraged. Qualifica-
tions: The successful candidate will have an ALA-accredited MLS,
and at least five years academic library experience, including three
years of supervisory or administrative experience. Excellent interper-
onal and communication skills, ability to work independently and
effectively with all library staff, and a strong commitment to participa-
tive management are required. Practical knowledge of microcom-
puters, statistics and publications is desirable. Salary from $33,000,
depending on qualifications. An excellent benefits package includes
tuition remission, 22 days vacation, health, dental and other insur-
ance programs. Apply to: Mary McMillan, Employment Manager,
Department of Human Resources, Boston College, Chestnut Hill,
MA 02167. Include names and phone numbers of 3 references. Ap-
lications received by Mary 15, 1988, will receive priority consider-
anation. An equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

ARCHIVES AND RECORDS MANAGER. Minimum Requirements:
M.A. degree in history, library science, social science, or a related
field. Professional archival experience is desirable. Ability to type.
Ability to communicate clearly and effectively. Knowledge of all ar-
chives and records management procedures and routines and per-sonnel management methods and techniques. Description: Admin-
isters the archives and records management program at KSU.
Accessions and appraises historical records. Assists researchers.
Serves as the lead worker in seeing that the functions of the area are
are carried out. Schedule: All Library Services employees are subject to
being scheduled whenever the library is open and services are pro-
vided (days, evenings, nights, weekends). Salary and Benefits: $18,086–$21,630 per fiscal year. University holidays. Sick leave and
annual leave. Social Security; Kentucky Teachers’ Retirement; life
and health insurance. Deadline for Application: Open until filled.
Contact: Director of Libraries, Blazer Library, Kentucky State Uni-
versity, Frankfort, KY 40601. Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity
Employer.

ASSISTANT CATALOGER, with Faculty Rank and Tenure Track.
Position Reopened. Responsible for cataloging monographs as well
as serials using Dewey classification, AACR2, LCSH, and MARC
tagging. Supervise one support staff. General and departmental duties
include assisting users at the catalog consultant service desk, revis-
ing card filing in the catalog card, and catalog maintenance in man-
ual and automated systems. Participate in implementation of an au-
tomated system. Serve on library committees as requested by the University Librarian. Master’s degree from an accredited library
school; one or more years professional cataloging experience; famil-
arity with OCLC or similar cataloging utility. Good fringe benefits; 22
working days vacation and 8 holidays. Salary: $18,540 minimum, for
12 months. Salary and rank dependent upon qualifications and ex-
perience. For full consideration, applications should be received by
July 15, 1988; applications will continue to be considered until posi-
tion is filled. Send letter, resume, and the names of three references to:
Edward R. Johnson, University Librarian, 204 Edmon Low Li-
brary, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078-0375.
AA/EO Employer. Successful applicant must comply with IRCA.

ASSISTANT PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING LIB-
BRARIAN, with Faculty Rank and Tenure Track. Position reopened.
Carry out public service assignments under direction of Head, Physi-
cal Sciences and Engineering Division; provide reference desk ser-
vice on a rotating basis; perform online searches on DIALOG, STN
and OCLC; fulfill collection development functions according to sub-
ject assignment and in liaison with appropriate faculty; participate in
bibliographic instruction programs; participate in implementation of
an automated system; serve on library committees as requested by

Harvard College Library
Librarian of
Houghton Library

Applications are invited for the post of Librarian of Houghton Library. Under the direction of the Librarian of Harvard College, develops and administers the programs of Houghton Library. Houghton Library, the primary library for rare books and manuscripts in the Har-
vard College Library, houses a collection of more than 400,000 rare books and over one million special materials including some 26,000 feet of manuscripts, a premier collection of works devoted to the arts of the book, and the first collection in the country established to support research in the theater and perform-
ing arts.

Candidates for the position of Librarian should have the M.L.S. or relevant library experience, an ad-
vanced degree in the humanities and/or the social sciences, doctorate preferred; knowledge of or experi-
ence in the field of rare books and manuscripts; familiarity with the world of collecting and collectors;
understanding and appreciation of research in a University environ-
ment; and above all, ability and commitment to work effectively within the Harvard College Library system to support scholarship in general and the teaching and research needs of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences in particular.

To apply, please send letter of application, resume, and names of three references to Prof. David S. Landes, Chair, Search Commit-

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
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the University Librarian. Master’s degree from ALA-accredited li-
library school; bachelor’s degree in one of the physical sciences pre-
ferred. Good fringe benefits; 22 working days vacation and 8 holi-
days. Salary: $18,000 minimum, for 12 months. Salary and rank
dependent upon qualifications and experience. For full consider-
ation, applications should be received by July 15, 1988; applications
will continue to be considered until position is filled. Send letter, re-
sume and names of three references to: Edward R. Johnson, Univer-
sity Librarian, 204 Edmon Low Library, Oklahoma State Univer-
ity, Stillwater, OK 74078-0375. AA/EEO Employer. Successful
applicant must comply with IRA.

ASSISTANT REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, Hanover College invites applications for the position of Assistant Librarian, Reference, in the Duggan Library, beginning no later than September 1, 1988. Serves as the library’s general reference librarian, performing all the nor-

mally expected duties, including supervision of inter-library loan, database information retrieval (Dialog), and some-classroom biblio-
graphic instruction. An ALA-accredited MLS, initiative, flexibility,
good oral and written communication skills, and knowledge of and
experience with electronic information retrieval systems required.
Reading knowledge of at least one foreign language and experience
or background in a private liberal arts college highly desirable. Sal-
ary: $20,000 minimum dependent upon training and experience.
Faculty status, 12 month contract, one month vacation, with liberal
fringe benefits, including possibility of attractive college housing.
In-
terested candidates are asked to send statements of interest and cre-
dentials, including resumes, transcripts, and at least three letters of
recommends to: Walter D. Morrill, Director of Libraries, Hanover
College, P.O. Box 287, Hanover, IN 47243.

ASSISTANT SCIENCE LIBRARIAN. This tenure track position re-
ports to the Head of the Science Library. The job duties involve in-
struction, reference and collection development. Approximately
40% of the time will be spent instructing library patrons individually
or in groups in the use of end-user online searching and CD-ROM
bibliographies relevant to the sciences. The remaining 60% of the
time will be spent doing online computerized literature searching.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES
University of Colorado

The University of Colorado at Boulder has a strong institutional commitment to the principle of diversity in all areas. In that spirit, we are particularly interested in receiving applications from a broad spectrum of people including women, members of ethnic minorities, and disabled individuals.

AUTHORITY CONTROL COORDINATOR, Database Manage-
ment Division, Central Technical Services, University of Minnesota Libraries. Responsibilities: Working under the supervision of the Head, Database Management Division, Central Technical Services and in consultation with the Bibliographic Control Planning Commit-
tee, coordinates creation and maintenance of local authority files by
four University Libraries technical processing units on NOTIS, over-
sees load of local authority records from vendors, develops proce-
dures for creation of records in the local authority files and trains staff
in their use, approves and/or upgrades provisionary authority rec-
ords, initiates global changes, supervises processing of new and
dropped headings list and reported errors, organizes systematic file
cleanup; coordinates load and maintenance of resource authority

Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS degree; minimum of five years administrative and managerial exper-
ience in a university or college library as a Department Head in technical services; demonstrated ability to
set priorities effectively; demonstrated success in written and oral communication; knowledge and under-
standing of research library organization, interrelationship of divisions and of issues facing research li-

Libraries including preservation; significant experience with library automation and a bibliographic utility;

Tenure track position available immediately; twelve-month appointment with faculty rank and status.
TIAA/CREF and usual vacation and sick leave benefits.

Salary: From $45,000 depending on qualifications. Applicants should send resumes with names, ad-
dresses and telephone numbers of three references to: Leo W. Cabell, Chair, Search Committee, Uni-
versity Libraries, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0184. Closing date will be June 30,

The University of Colorado at Boulder has a strong institutional commitment to the principle of diversity in all areas. In that spirit, we are particularly interested in receiving applications from a broad spectrum of people including women, members of ethnic minorities, and disabled individuals.
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files; contributes to policy recommendations concerning authority control. Required Qualifications: MLS from an ALA-accredited library school, two years of professional experience in technical services, demonstrated written and verbal communications skills, strong interpersonal skills, ability to work independently, experience in cataloging using AACR2, familiarity with the MARC format for authority records. Desired Qualifications: experience in planning or supervising authority control work; familiarity with authority control in the current and projected NOTIS environments. Appointment is pro-

TWO POSITIONS
University of California, Santa Cruz
The University of California, Santa Cruz, invites applications for the following positions:

REFERENCE/BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS LIBRARIAN. Assistant Librarian. Reports to Head, Reference. Provides general reference service in social sciences/humanities (12–15 hours/week on the Reference Desk, online searching, library instruction), and specialized reference service in business/economics. Responsible for collection development and management in business/economics. Under direction of Head, Collection Planning. Qualifications: MLS; familiarity with social sciences/humanities literature; broad interest in social sciences/humanities and working with students/faculty; strong communication skills; online search training. Prefer: academic library reference, collection development, online search experience; strong background in social sciences/humanities.

SCIENCE REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. Assistant Librarian. Reports to Head, Science Library. Provides reference service in the sciences. Participates in online searching and library instruction. Qualifications: MLS; strong communication and organizational skills; training in online searching. Prefer: science reference experience in an academic or research library; online search experience; degree or equivalent experience in the sciences; experience with physical sciences information and literature.

The appointment range for both positions is $25,380–$29,376. Applications received by May 31, 1988, will be assured of consideration. Send narrative statement of qualifications, resume, and 3 references to: Katherine Beiers, University Library, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064.

AUTOMATION CONSULTANT. Immediate opening available for self-starter who has knowledge and experience with microcomputer library applications. Would work with member libraries in automation planning and start-up, assist in automation continuing education, share ideas about automation and serve as representative at automation meetings. Would manage a CCLI central site operation. People skills and promotional ability required. Needs flexible personality, speaking and writing skills, and desire to travel in the 12-county area (system car provided). MLS from ALA-accredited school, three years’ professional library experience, including job-related work with micros needed. Supervisory skills desirable. Must relocate to Rockford after being employed. Needs valid driver’s license. Salary range: $22,688–$32,000, negotiable based on qualifications. Excellent benefits. Send credentials to: Sharon Loe, Assistant Director, Northern Illinois Library System, 4034 East State Street, Rockford, IL 61018. EOE.

AUTOMATION/LOAN SERVICES LIBRARIAN. James Madison University’s Carrier Library is seeking a librarian to coordinate library-wide automation and supervise the Loan Services Department (circulation, reserves, inter-library loan) which includes a support staff of 6.5+ student assistants. The Carrier Library has installed the VTLS integrated system. Automation responsibilities include coordination of automation activities as liaison with the library’s computer center (staffed by administrative computing) and the library departments as well as assist in short- and long-range automation planning (mainframe/microcomputer). Qualifications include an ALA-accredited MLS, minimum of three years’ experience, including automation and some supervisory experience. This is a faculty position, tenure-track, 12 month with 20 days vacation plus holidays, university paid retirement (Virginia retirement or TIAA/CREF). Blue Cross/Blue Shield plus other benefits. Salary range:

SKIDMORE COLLEGE

A four-year co-educational liberal arts college located in historic Saratoga Springs, N.Y. Invites applications for the following position.

HEAD OF TECHNICAL SERVICES SEARCH RE-OPENED

Responsible for administering acquisitions, cataloging, and serials, preparing policy statements and long-range plans, and coordinating computer-related activities in a liberal arts college library. This is a tenure-track, ten-month, faculty position at one of the professorial rank. ALA accredited MLS and several years of experience in cataloging or acquisitions in an academic library are required; Doctorate preferred. An additional graduate degree and evidence of scholarly work will be necessary to obtain tenure. Salary range $28,000 to $36,000, depending on qualifications. Position is available immediately; credentials review will begin June 1, 1988. Send a resume and names of three references to: David H. Eyman, Head Librarian File #61 Skidmore College Saratoga Springs, New York 12866

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer m/f
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The University of Southern California is seeking a Librarian as Head, Reference Department. Reports to the AUL for Public Services and manages Reference Department which serves a worldwide community of scholars. Position is funded by a three-year grant. The University of Southern California is an AA/EOE institution. Application materials should be submitted by June 1, 1988. Applications will be accepted until June 30, 1988. Send application, resume, and the names and telephone numbers of three current professional references to: Carolyn J. Henderson, Director of Personnel and Organizational Development, The University of Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0182. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. Send letter of application explaining background and interests, resume, and the names and telephone numbers of three current professional references to: Head, Reference Department, Position #118-CRL on all correspondence.
CATALOG LIBRARIAN. Primary responsibility for all cataloging and processing operations and personnel. Duties include: performing or supervising copy and original cataloging; serving as cataloging resource for all library staff; coordinating library’s retrospective conversion project; participating in the planning and implementation of tri-college (Bryn Mawr, Haverford, Swarthmore) automation project; working with Technical Services Coordinator to develop and implement local cataloging policies and to provide active leadership and development opportunities for cataloging staff. Reports to Coordinator, Technical Services and Automation. Required: ALA-accredited MLS; thorough knowledge of AACR2, OCLC/MARC formats and tagging, LC classification and subject headings; experience with OCLC or other bibliographic utility; excellent interpersonal and communication skills. Cataloging and supervisory experience and an additional advanced degree are desirable. Salary: low $20s. Generous fringe benefits. Application deadline: 15 June 1988. Please send letter of application, resume, transcripts and three letters of recommendation to: Michael S. Freeman, Librarian of the College, Magill Library, Haverford College, Haverford, PA 19041-1392. EOE/AA.

CATALOG MANAGEMENT LIBRARIAN. The University of Arizona is seeking a librarian to oversee the maintenance of bibliographic and authority records in its online and card catalogs; supervise the authority control and records maintenance sections of the department; and assist in the development of policies and procedures that will govern the maintenance of the online files. Original cataloging in one subject area, preferably in the sciences, will also be a responsibility. The Catalog Management Librarian will report to the Head Catalog Librarian and will directly supervise the heads of the Authority and Bibliographic Support Sections. Implementation of an online catalog is scheduled for Summer 1988. Requirements for this position include an ALA-accredited degree; minimum of two years experience working with bibliographic records in either cataloging, records maintenance, and/or authority control; knowledge of AACR2, MARC formats, LC classification, LCSH; demonstrated managerial ability; effective communication skills; ability to work effectively in a rapidly changing environment; experience with automated bibliographic systems; skill in analyzing and solving complex problems. Minimum salary is $21,500 or higher depending upon qualifications and experience. Librarians at the University of Arizona have academic professional status, are eligible for continuing status, are voting members of the faculty, and may take up to 24 days of professional leave per year. There are 22 days paid vacation, 12 days sick leave and 10 holidays per year. A standard package of fringe benefits is available. The position will be available August 1, 1988. Send letter of application, resume and the names of three references to: Shelley Phipps, Acting University Librarian, University of Arizona Library, Tucson, AZ 85721. Applications must be received by June 10, 1988. The University of Arizona is an Equal Employment Opportunity, Affirmative Action employer.

CATALOG/REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. Primary responsibility for managing all cataloging activities, including planning, policies and procedures. Secondary responsibilities for bibliographic instruction, reference assistance, and online searching. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS, with a working knowledge of AACR2 and OCLC. Supervisory and interpersonal skills. Two years experience in an academic library desirable. 12-month appointment, four weeks vacation, and faculty status (non-tenure track). Minimum salary: $17,000. Position is available no earlier than August 1, 1988. Phillips University is a small, private, liberal arts university affiliated with the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Approximately 1,000 students. Zolliars Memorial Library has approximately 165,000 volumes, with 2 professional librarians and 3.5 FTE support staff. Send resume listing three references by May 30, 1988, to: Kenneth W. Shipps, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Phillips University, Box 2000, University Station, Enid, OK 73702. Search will continue until position is filled. Phillips University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

CHAIRPERSON, GENERAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT starting September 1, 1988. Tenure-leading position; academic rank depending on qualifications of successful applicant. Administer and participate in the planning, budgeting, construction, and operation of all facilities. Supervise department staff and coordinate the services and facilities of the department with other university divisions. Collaborate with other deans and chairs in the maintenance of a college-like environment on the campus. Responsibilities include: supervision of all current maintenance activity on the campus, construction, renovation and conversion projects, and property management; responsible for the effective and efficient operation of all facilities; and develop policies and procedures to govern the maintenance of the campus. Salary commensurate with qualifications. Assistant Professor through Associate Professor ranks range $24,200–$39,420 (academic year) to $31,461–$51,404 (including summer employment). Excellent fringe benefits. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of reference, beginning by May 31, 1988, to:

William J. Frost, Chair
Search and Screen Committee
Harvey A. Andrus Library
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
Bloomsburg, PA 17815-1301

Bloomsburg University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Minority Applications are actively sought.

TWO POSITIONS
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania

Documents Coordinator/Reference Librarian/Subject Specialist. Responsible for ongoing development of state and federal documents collection and providing related reference services; provides general reference services with other librarians; serves as subject specialist/liaison with an academic area; participates in library instruction and online searching.

Requirements: ALA-accredited MLS; minimum four years’ experience in both documents and reference in academic or research library; graduate degree in social sciences (except history), education, or related field. Preferred: experience in online searching and library instruction.

Reference Librarian/Science and Health Sciences Subject Specialist. Provides general reference services with other librarians; serves as subject specialist and liaison with the science and health science departments; participates in online searching and library instruction.

Requirements: ALA-accredited MLS; minimum four years’ reference experience in an academic or research library; graduate degree in sciences or health sciences. Preferred: experience in library instruction and online searching.

Both Positions: Starting date: August 29, 1988. Tenure track with full faculty status; rank and salary commensurate with qualifications. Assistant Professor through Associate Professor ranks range $24,200–$39,420 (academic year) to $31,461–$51,404 (including summer employment). Excellent fringe benefits. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of reference, beginning by May 31, 1988, to:

William J. Frost, Chair
Search and Screen Committee
Harvey A. Andrus Library
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
Bloomsburg, PA 17815-1301

Bloomsburg University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Minority Applications are actively sought.
coordinate services and operations of the General Services Department. Key services and operations of the department include circulation, government documents, interlibrary loan, and microform services. The chair works closely with two other librarians in the department plus a large complement of support staff and student assistants. The chair is expected to assist in day-to-day operations in addition to administrative and coordinating activities. Required: Graduate degree from a program accredited by the American Library Association; a minimum of two years of experience in one or more of the key services and operations of the General Services Department or other public service areas (preference will be given to those with management experience); ability to relate to staff and patrons; demonstrated oral and written communication skills; ability to analyze operations and procedures. $28,000 minimum for a 12-month contract. Salary may be higher depending upon the qualifications of the successful applicant. Apply with full resume plus names and current addresses/telephone numbers of three references by June 15, 1988, to: Kent Hendrickson, Dean of Libraries, 106 Love Library, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68586-0410. Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

CHIEF, PRESERVATION DEPARTMENT. The Stanford University Libraries is seeking candidates for the position of Chief of the Preservation Department. In support of the Stanford University collection management program, the chief of the Preservation Department is responsible for planning, implementing and managing all preservation and conservation treatment activities, as well as for coordinating them with other library programs. We are seeking candidates who can demonstrate: significant and successful administration of library preservation program; breadth of experience, qualifications and understanding and a flexibility of approach which will assure effective performance at the department chief level; effective interpersonal and communication skills; understanding and enjoyment of a research university environment; an ability to contribute positively and effectively to the overall management of Technical Services and to the Collection Management Program as well as to lead and coordinate preservation activities; knowledge of and sensitivity to preservation and collection management practices and issues and organizations which support such programs. Librarian/Senior Librarian $32,600 - $48,100/$38,000 - $55,400 (depending upon qualifications). Submit letter of application, complete statement of qualifications, resume of education and relevant experience and addresses of 3 references by June 30, 1988, to: Irene Yeh, Assistant Library Personnel Officer, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, CA 94305-6004. Cite #323-CRL on all correspondence. EOE/AA.

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT/REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, Carlson Health Sciences Library, University of California, Davis. Salary: Assistant Librarian ($25,380 - $32,472) based on qualifications and experience. Responsibilities: Selection of printed materials and collection management activities for support of instruction and research programs in the Schools of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine and graduate level programs in the health sciences. Shares in provision of reference service; interacts with library users in assessing collection needs and promoting collection use. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS or equivalent, preferably with emphasis on health sciences librarianship; academic background in life or health sciences; an integrated public services/collection development orientation; excellent writing, speaking and interpersonal skills; demonstrated initiative and leadership skills; experience in acquisitions, serials or collection development is desirable as is MLA certification. Applications received by June 15, 1988, will be assured consideration. To apply: Send letter, resume and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references (including current supervisor) to: Jane E. Marshall, 108 Shields Library, University of California, Davis, CA 95616; (916) 752-2112. The University of California, Davis, is committed to a policy of affirmative action and specifically invites inquiries and applications from women and ethnic minorities.

HEAD, RESEARCH & INFORMATION SERVICES

The University of Connecticut is seeking an outstanding librarian to fill an important new leadership position in the Central Library as Head of the Research and Information Services. Reporting to the Associate Director for Collections and Information Services, the incumbent will manage a new department comprising more than 20 Librarians and Library Assistants with very broad service responsibilities. Activities within the department’s purview include reference and information services, government document programs, departmental bibliographic access services, teaching and orientation programs, computer-based information services, microtext operations, and the Map Library. The successful candidate will occupy one of the library’s top management positions and will be invited to work with senior administrators in providing overall direction for the Libraries.

Requirements include an MLS from an ALA-accredited program and a minimum of 7 years of post-MLS work experience in a research library. The professional record should demonstrate exceptional skills in the areas of management-planning, organization, supervision, communication, as well as a distinguished history of professional achievement as a Librarian with highly developed skills in the areas of reference service, online searching, teaching and collection development. Candidates with broad experience and knowledge in all areas in the department including reference, documents, maps and microtext will have an advantage, as will those with additional graduate degrees, a record of publication, and a history of active participation in professional organizations. Anticipated hiring salary is in the high $30’s, dependent on qualifications. Preliminary screening will begin June 15, 1988. Please send a letter of application and resume to: University of Connecticut, Homer Babbidge Library, U-5A, 369 Fairfield Road, Storrs, CT 06268. We are an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. (Search #8A321).
COMPUTER SERVICES LIBRARIAN. The University of Rochester, a private research University providing graduate and under­grad­uate study for 4,600 fulltime undergraduates and 1,900 graduate students, seeks a Computer Services Librarian for the River Campus Libraries. Provides public information services for software applica­tions, computing literature and University specific computer applica­tions in the Computing and Reserve Library (CARL), jointly adminis­tered, funded, and staffed by the River Campus Libraries and University Computing Center; promotes end-user searching of na­tion­al databases in CARL; provides public support for bibliographic management software; oversees CD-ROM workstations (currently 5) for the River Campus Libraries. Provides assistance with computing, particularly microcomputing, to approximately 130 library staff on 40 staff microcomputer workstations, including software and hardware selection, training, building of computer applications like coding of script files, and building templates. Minimum qualifications: MLS and strong service orientation. Desirable qualifications: 5 years experi­ence in academic libraries, including 3 years responsibility for infor­mation technology; BS or MS in Computer Science or substantial amount of progress toward completion of one of these degrees. Ex­cellent opportunity for growth in information technology in libraries. Appointment at Librarian I or II rank depending on qualifications. Minimum salary: $19,000+. Send resume and names of three refer­ences to: Cynthia Beckwith, Library Administration, Rush Rhees Li­brary, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627. Equal Op­portunity Employer (M/F).

COORDINATOR FOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION. Minot State University has an opening for a Bibliographic Instruction Li­brarian. This is a new position and the primary responsibility of this person will be planning, developing, and administering an instruc­tion­al program for undergraduate and graduate students. Other re­sponsibilities include some reference work, computer literature searching, collection development, and teaching in an undergradu­ate library science program. Qualifications: MLS from an ALA-accredited school and the ability to work effectively with both stu­dents and faculty. Salary: $19,524. Send a letter of application, resume and names of three references by May 31, 1988, to: Susan Podrygula, Chair of Search Committee, Memorial Library, Minot State University, Minot, ND 58701.

COORDINATOR, INFORMATION CENTER GRADUATE Li­BRARY. Reference Department, University of Michigan. Respons­ible for planning, supervising, and evaluating the services provided at the Information Center, which handles directional, informational, bibliographic and general reference questions. Duties include over­seeing the operations and workflow of the Center, developing new services and evaluating current services, as well as the supervision of 4.45 FTE paraprofessional staff and indirect supervision of part­time assistants. As a librarian within the Reference Department, the Coordinator will provide reference service to faculty and students in the social sciences and humanities, including in­depth research as­sistance, online searching and bibliographic instruction. In addition, the Coordinator will have responsibility for development and man­agement of the Graduate Library's collections in one or more disci­plines in the humanities or social sciences and liaison with the depart­ment(s) served. Required: MLS. Minimum of 4 years relevant experience, preferably in reference in an academic library. Demon­strated oral and written communication skills. Experience with online information resources, including bibliographic database searching. Graduate degree, graduate course work, or substantial experience in appropriate academic discipline. Working knowledge of one or more Western European languages. Desired: Demonstrated know­ledge of current library practice and trends. Relevant supervisory experience. Minimum salary of $23,000 de­pendent on previous relevant experience. Applications received by June 15, 1988, will be given first consideration. Apply to: Lucy Cohen, Library Personnel Office, 404 Hatcher Graduate Li­brary, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1205. A nondiscriminatory, Affirmative Action Employer.

HEAD, ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT

An exciting opportunity exists to join a newly formed technical services management team in a stimulat­ing and challenging research library environment. The University of Connecticut Libraries currently has this key management opportunity available.

This position reports directly to the Assistant Director for Technical Services and has primary responsibil­ity for exercising leadership and initiative in policy and program development. The Department Head serves as a member of the University Libraries' Management Council and is the official representative of the department throughout the UCL. The successful candidate will have strong leadership abilities and a record of accomplishment in the respective area.

Qualifications: Graduate degree from an ALA-accredited program in Library and/or Information Science required, additional graduate degree preferred; six years' relevant post-MLS experience in an academic or research library, preferably in an automated environment; demonstrated ability to plan, coordinate, organ­ize and evaluate programs, including planning for automated services in the field; demonstrated ability to work successfully with staff at all levels and to foster cooperative attitudes within the department and between the department and other units; a knowledge of one or more foreign language(s) is desirable, as is a second Master's degree.

The Head of Acquisitions should have knowledge of acquisitions practices and procedures, including current developments in the field, and an in-depth knowledge of the domestic and foreign book trade. Anticipated hiring salary is in the high $30s, dependent on qualifications. Preliminary screening will begin June 30, 1988. Please send letter of application and resume to: University of Connecticut, Homer Bab­bidge Library, U-5A, 369 Fairfield Road, Storrs, CT 06268. We are an Affirmative Action, Equal Oppor­tunity Employer, M/F. (Search #8A221)
COORDINATOR OF LIBRARY INSTRUCTION. Assistant Librarian, Bartle Library. Primary responsibilities are for coordinating library instruction for faculty and students, including the preparing and presenting of information in appropriate media in classroom settings in a variety of disciplines. Collections development responsibility will be assigned. Additional responsibilities include administration and supervision of the Education and Human Development, reporting through the Assistant Director of Libraries for Collections Development. A collegial approach to professional service is essential. This position requires interpersonal and instructional skills of high quality and effectiveness. We seek an individual with high academic qualifications, including an MLS from an ALA-accredited library school, with a second advanced degree of relevance to education and a liberal arts undergraduate degree preferred. Screening of applications will begin 15 June 1988 and will continue until the position is filled. We wish to hire the most qualified person on staff by mid-August, to prepare for the fall semester. The range of salary anticipated for this position is $21,000 to $29,000 (calendar year), commensurate with qualifications, with excellent facilities and benefits available (including TIAA/CREF retirement). Applications must include a letter describing how these qualifications can be met, appropriate academic transcripts and records, a statement of personal professional objectives, a listing of four professional references (including addresses and telephone numbers), and a current curriculum vitae or resume demonstrating professional preparation and training, appropriate skills and experience. Letter of application and three professional references should be sent to: Assistant Director of Libraries, State University of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901; (607) 777-2346. State University of New York is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Minority applicants are especially encouraged to apply and to make themselves known to our university’s affirmative action officer Silvia Fenoton.

CURATOR FOR THE HISTORY OF HUMAN SEXUALITY. Department of Manuscripts and University Archives, Responsibilities: The Curator will conduct a four-year project to develop holdings documenting sexual issues and their cultural and socio-political context. Under the direction of the Chairperson of the Department of Manuscripts and University Archives, the Curator will be responsible for developing and maintaining an archival collection for the scholarly study of human sexuality. Responsible for all aspects of a comprehensive documentary program including initial planning, collection development, description and preservation, and bibliographic control and access. Develop an active program to promote research, including bibliographic instruction to faculty, public access, and continuation of a classroom, and workshop participation. Desired qualifications: Graduate degree in humanities, library or information science, or social sciences. Three to five years professional experience in an archives or research library. Outstanding written and verbal communication skills. Evidence of scholarly and professional activity. Salary: Minimum $23,000 with opportunity for advancement. To apply: Please send cover letter, resume and list of three references to: Ann Dyckman, Personnel Director, Cornell University Library, 211 Olin Library, Ithaca, NY 14852-5301. Applications received by June 1, 1988. Cornell University is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

CURATOR OF ARCHIVES AND MANUSCRIPTS. The Historical Collections of the Library, College of Physicians of Philadelphia, is seeking applicants for the position, available May 1, 1988. Responsibilities include the arrangement and description of the archive and manuscript collections, and assisting with the formulation of an automation and records management program. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS, or a graduate degree in history or archival management; 1-2 years professional experience working with archives and manuscripts; experience or familiarity with archival automation and the MARC/AMC format; and working knowledge of at least one foreign language. Excellent fringe benefits. Salary: $18,000. Submit resume, listing three references to: Associate Librarian for Historical Collections, College of Physicians of Philadelphia, 19 South 22nd Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103. An equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

DIRECTOR, ZOLLARS MEMORIAL LIBRARY. Responsibilities include administration and supervision of all activities of the library and audio-visual center. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS and a minimum of 3 years experience in an academic library. Must have supervisory and administrative skills, proven effectiveness in problem solving, and demonstrated skills in interpersonal relations. Expe-

ence in library instruction or teaching and knowledge of automated library systems desirable. 12-month appointment, fringe benefits, faculty status (non-tenure track). Minimum salary: $22,000. Position is available no earlier than July 1, 1988. Phillips University is a small, private, liberal arts university affiliated with the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Approximately 1,000 students. Zollars Memorial Library has approximately 165,000 volumes, with 2 professional librarians and 3.5 FTE support staff. Send resume listing three references by May 30, 1986, to: Kenneth W. Shipts, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Phillips University, Box 2000, University Station, Enid, OK 73702. Search will continue until position is filled. Phillips University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

ENGINEERING LIBRARIAN, PHYSICAL SCIENCES LIBRARIES, University of California, Davis. Salary: Assistant or Associate Librarian ($25,380-$44,676) based on qualifications and experience. Responsibilities: Responsible for collection development and management in support of instructional and research programs in the College of Engineering. Programs include agricultural, chemical, electrical, computer, mechanical, civil engineering and applied science. Responsible for provision of reference service, including searching, bibliographic instruction, end-user training for online searching, the MELVYL online catalog and other automated programs. Acts as liaison to the College. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS or equivalent; science and/or engineering background or experience essential; an interest in and professional experience in an academic library; two years experience in an academic, research or special library; excellent writing, speaking and interpersonal skills; demonstrated energy, initiative and leadership skills essential. Advanced online searching skills and microcomputing skills highly desirable. Application deadline: May 30, 1988 will be assured consideration. To apply: Send letter, resume and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references (including current supervisor) to: Jane E. Marshall, 108 Shields Library, University of California, Davis, CA 95616. Telephone: (916) 752-2112. The University of California, Davis is committed to a policy of affirmative action and specifically invites inquiries and applications from women and ethnic minorities.

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN, University of California, Berkeley. Provide reference service and instruction within the Government Documents Department. Participate in collection development, particularly building foreign and international document collections. Maintain liaison with other subject specialists, faculty and students. Requires MLS degree; position requires four years professional experience in a research library; knowledge of current conservation and preservation management in major academic or research library; writing, speaking and interpersonal communication skills; science and/or engineering background or experience essential; demonstrated energy, initiative and leadership skills essential. Advanced online searching skills and microcomputing skills highly desirable. Application deadline: May 30, 1988 will be assured consideration. To apply: Send letter, resume and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references (including current supervisor) to: Jane E. Marshall, 108 Shields Library, University of California, Davis, CA 95616. The University of California, Berkeley is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

HEAD, CONSERVATION AND PRESERVATION DEPARTMENT, University of California, Davis. Salary: Associate Librarian ($31,008-$44,676) based on qualifications and experience. Responsibilities: Reports to Assistant University Librarian for Collections. Responsible for development, implementation and administration of Library policies and programs for preservation. Directs work of Department of 6.5 FTE plus students in Binding, Conservation Treatment (mending) and Preservation (bistre books and preservation microfilming). Responsible for environmental monitoring, conservation education of staff and users and disaster preparedness. Participates in University-wide preservation program. Qualifications: MLS from ALA-accredited institution or equivalent; substantial experience and demonstrated achievement in conservation and preservation management in major academic or research library; knowledge of current conservation and preservation principles and techniques; demonstrated communication, management and planning skills; experience in staff training; excellent writing, speaking and interpersonal communication skills required; supervisory experience preferred. To apply: Send letter, resume and the names of three professional references to: William E. Wenz, Director for Library Personnel, Room 447 Library, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720. The University of California is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.
HEAD, LIBRARY SCHOOL LIBRARY, University of California, Berkeley. Manage small branch with a comprehensive collection in Library Science. Supervise branch public and technical services; provide reference service and collection development. Maintain liaison with faculty and students of School of Library and Information Studies. Requires MLS degree, experience with bibliographic control and technological innovation in libraries; interest in a wide variety of computer applications to library and information work. Must have good reference skills, experience in online searching, knowledge of a broad range of reference and bibliographic materials. Full job description on request. Appointment salary range $25,380 to $32,472 per annum. Application deadline: June 1988. Send application, including names and addresses of three professional references to: William E. Wenz, Director for Library Personnel, Room 447 Library, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720. The University of California is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

HEAD OF CATALOGING/TECHNICAL SERVICES. To direct cataloging and processing units. Staff of 12.5 FTE, including 3.5 professionals. Materials acquisitions budget of $750,000. Required: ALA MLS. 5 years of experience in technical services with at least 3 years in cataloging. Salary: $33,000, commensurate with qualifications and experience. Send resume and names of three references by June 7, 1988, to: Judy Wernicke, Personnel Assistant, University Libraries, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403. University of Oregon is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

HEAD OF RESEARCH SERVICES for Oregon State University Libraries. Kerr Library seeks a Head of Research Services who is innovative and interacts well with the university community. Shares responsibility with Head of Reference Services to develop library information resources and a program of library research strategies for graduate students and faculty. Supervises Bibliographic Instruction, Instruction, and the Library Reference and Retrieval Services. Provides direction for research for library faculty. Reports to Assistant Director for Research and Reference and serves on Research Management Team. Requires: ALA-accredited MLS, second Master's degree, record of publication, experience at research institution, strong communication and personal skills, 5 years professional experience in research or related service. Preferred: Experience with bibliographic instruction, collection development, online and compact disc searching. Work experience or education in the sciences is desirable. Salary minimum: $30,000. Medical, dental and retirement benefits. Application deadline: June 1, 1988. To apply: Marjorie Knittel, Oregon State University, Kerr Library 121, Corvallis, OR 97331-4501. OSU has a policy of being responsive to the needs of dual-career couples and is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer and complies with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

HEAD OF THE CHEMISTRY/BIOLOGY LIBRARY, University of Cincinnati. Responsible for the development and management of services and collections for the Chemistry/Biology Library. Receives direction from and reports to the Associate University Librarian for Collections and Information Services. Supervises staff. The Chemistry/Biology Library is one of the eleven branch libraries in the University Libraries system at the University of Cincinnati. The Chemistry/Biology Library exceeds 75,000 volumes and serves 700 faculty and students. Required Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS degree; minimum of two years library experience, including reference and online database searching experience and/or collection development in a scientific field; excellent interpersonal and academic library experience preferred; evidence of successful supervisory experience; ability to communicate clearly and effectively with faculty, students and colleagues; knowledge of German. Salary: Salary and rank are commensurate with qualifications and experience; beginning range: $26,600–$32,000. To assure consideration send resumes with cover letter and name and address of three references no later than June 10, 1988, to: Lewis W. Wrenne, Personnel Assistant, University Libraries, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0033. University of Cincinnati is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

HEAD OF THE COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE (OCAS) LIBRARY, University of Cincinnati. Responsible for the development and management of services and collections for the OCAS Library. Receives direction from and reports to the Associate University Librarian for Collections and Information Services. Supervises staff. The OCAS Library is one of eleven branch libraries in the University Libraries system at the University of Cincinnati. The OCAS Library exceeds 30,000 volumes and serves 1,700 faculty and students. The College of Applied Science includes the departments of Chemical Technology, Construction Science, Fire Science, Electrical Engineering Technology, Mechanical Engineering Technology, Mathematics/Physics/Computer Science Technology, and Humanities/Social Sciences. The College stresses application of computer technology in all phases of instruction. It offers associate and baccalaureate degrees. Required qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS degree; minimum of two years library experience including reference and online database searching experience and/or collection development, preferably in an academic library; evidence of successful supervisory experience; ability to communicate clearly and effectively with faculty, students and colleagues. Preferred: Baccalaureate or master's degree in science, engineering, or technology. Salary: Salary and rank are commensurate with qualifications and experience; range: $22,600–$27,400. To assure consideration send resume with cover letter and name and address of three references no later than June 7, 1988, to: Judy Wernicke, Personnel Assistant, University Libraries, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0033. University of Cincinnati is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

HEAD, SERIALS AND ACQUISITIONS, University Libraries, Boston College. Under the general direction of the Assistant University Librarian for Automation and Technical Services, and through the efforts of a staff of eighteen, this new position will provide leadership in planning, developing and administering the ongoing procurement, receipt and processing of serials and monographs in a centralized and highly automated university library. Monitors an acquisitions budget of $1.6 million as well as a bindery budget of $90,000. Will be involved in strategic planning for enhanced library services and future technology, working with colleagues from other departments and library units. Position assumes involvement in Boston Library Consortium cooperative programs as well as professional activity on a national level. Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS, 3–5 years of increasingly responsible professional supervisory experience in a university library, a working knowledge in serials, demonstrated planning and management skills, enthusiasm for organizational and staff development. Salary: $33,000, commensurate with qualifications and experience. To apply: send resume and names of three references to: Mary McMillan, Employment Manager, Department of Human Resources, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Applications received by May 15, 1988, will receive priority consideration.

INFORMATION SERVICES LIBRARIAN. The University of Minnesota Bio-Medical Library is seeking applicants for an Information Services librarian position. Major responsibilities include: (1) reference desk services, (2) information management instruction, and (3) database searching. Some evenings and weekends may be required. Applicants must possess a graduate degree from an ALA-accredited library school. Other desirable qualifications include (1) substantial coursework in a health or life science discipline; (2) substantial reference experience in a health science library; (3) database searching experience, especially on BRS or NLM; (4) library instruction experience; and (5) MLA certification. The University of Minnesota Bio-Medical Library serves the Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, Public Health, Pharmacy, Mortuary Science, certain biological sci-
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NMSU enrolls over 14,000 students in 70 major undergraduate areas, 42 master's degree and 19 doctoral degree programs. Celebrating its 100th birthday, NMSU is the land-grant institution for New Mexico. The 5,800 acre campus is located in southern New Mexico on the high desert in the city of Las Cruces. Located 40 miles from El Paso, Texas, at the southern edge of the Rocky Mountains, the area enjoys abundant sunshine, a balmy climate, and yetis within easy driving distance of alpine areas that include excellent skiing and winter sports.

SCIENCE REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. The ideal candidate for this position will have an academic background in the sciences, engineering, and/or agriculture with a second master’s degree in hand. With at least 5 years of experience in a doctoral granting university, this faculty member will also bring extensive automation experience, collection development in the sciences, and liaison with teaching departments.

BUSINESS REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. NMSU is hoping to attract an individual with both academic and practical experience in dealing with the academic and business community. A second master’s and at least 5 years of experience in a doctoral granting institution will enhance this application.

With one central facility and with an extensive building program likely, the NMSU Library contains approximately 800,000 volumes and has a budget of approximately $3 million. Highly automated, the Library utilizes VTLS for on-catalog and circulation, INNOVACQ for acquisitions and serials, DIALOG, and an extensive PC network.

The candidate with all the requirements should expect a salary offer to $30,000 with appropriate faculty rank. Faculty at the NMSU Library will be expected to fulfill the usual requirements for promotion and tenure as outlined by their peers. Attractive fringe benefit package with 22 days of annual leave.

If you are interested in a challenging position in a most attractive location, please submit your application by June 1, 1988, to:

Lowell Duhrsen, Associate Dean
New Mexico State University Library
Box 30006
Las Cruces, NM 88003

Positions will remain open until filled.

NMSU is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Offer of employment is contingent upon verification of individual’s eligibility for employment in the U.S.
LIBRARY DIRECTOR. The University of South Carolina at Spartan­burg invites applications and nominations for the position of Library Director. USCS is a young and growing institution with a commitment to improvement and expansion in all facets of library services. Re­ sponsibilities include planning, policy formulation and administration; and staff direction, coordination and development. This is a senior position, carrying faculty rank, and reporting directly to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Candidates must have a master’s degree in library science from an ALA-accredited school, a minimum of five years’ library administration experience in an academic setting, and preferably, additional significant experience as a practicing librarian and experience. Salary is competitive, and will be based upon qualifications and experience; range $30,000-$40,000. The successful candidate must possess highly developed communication and interpersonal skills, provide strong leadership, and serve as an advocate for the library. Experience with automated systems, budgeting, financial management and grant writing is expected. Send letter of application (or nomination) along with resume and names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references to: Office of Academic Affairs, Attn. Duncan Bailey, Chair, Library Director Search Committee, University of South Carolina, Spartanburg, 800 University Way, Spartanburg, SC 29303. USCS is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

MEDIA/SERIALS LIBRARIAN. Responsibilities include coordinat­ing the organization and utilization of nonprint resources and serials management. Some evening and weekend work required. Re­ quired: MLS from an ALA-accredited institution, knowledge of computer applications for library procedures and utilization of audiovisual equipment and software in the postsecondary learning resources center. Desirable: Related experience. Salary range is $16,000-$20,000. Benefits include a month’s vacation, insurance, and tuition remission opportunities. Starting date: July 1, 1988. Submit resume and references by June 1, 1988, to: Elmo Vaughn, Di­ rector, Brenau Trustee Library, Gainesville, GA 30501. Brenau Col­ lege is an equal opportunity employer.

NONBOOK CATALOGER. The University of Alabama seeks appli­ cants for the position of Nonbook Cataloger in the University Li­ braries responsible for cataloging nonbook materials using the OCLC and VTLS systems. Formats include music scores and sound recordings, maps, educational media (kits, filmstrips, realia, flat pic­ tures, games), microforms, machine-readable data files, video recordings. Essential Qualifications: MLS degree from a program ac­ credited by ALA. Familiarity with all national cataloging rules and standards. Relevant cataloging experience, including experience with OCLC or other bibliographic utility. Excellent oral and written communications skills. Some facility with languages other than En­ glish. Evidence of ability to meet standards for promotion and tenure. Preferred Qualifications: Degrees, course work, or library experience in music and/or geography/cartography. Nonbook cataloging experience, including knowledge of MARC formats for nonbook ma­ terials. Experience with an online system such as VTLS or NOTIS. Salary and rank will depend upon qualifications and experience. As­sistant Professor or Associate Professor rank, salary minimum $21,000. Permanent, 12 month, full-time position, tenure track, twenty-two days vacation, sick leave, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, State and TIAA/Chef retirement plans. Projected date of appointment, 9/1/88. To apply, send letter of application, resume, and the names and addresses of three references to: Sandra Tucker, Libraries Per­ sonnel Officer, The University of Alabama, P.O. Box S, Tusca­ loosa, AL 35487-9784 by the application deadline, 5/31/88. The Uni­ versity of Alabama is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

PRESERVATION ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN. The Stanford Uni­ versity Libraries is seeking candidates for an eleven month inter­ ship in Preservation Administration. The internship is funded from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in an effort to give qualified candi­ dates the opportunity to apply administrative skills to preservation activities in a large research library environment. The intern will part­icipate in administrative assignments as well as a conservation treat­ ment project. Qualified candidates must have a MLS from an ALA­accredited library school and formal training or education in preservation administration and conservation treatment or the demon­ strated equivalent in training or experience. Experience in a re­ search library is preferred. Assistant Librarian; beginning salary range $25,800-$35,800. Submit letter of application, complete statement of qualifications, resume of education and relevant experi­ ence and names and addresses of 3 references by June 1, 1988. Ask your referees to send in reference letters to: Irene Yeh, Assistant Library Personnel Officer, #321-CRL, Stanford Univer­ sity Libraries, Stanford, CA 94305-6110. EOEE/AA.

PRESERVATION INTERN. This is a temporary nine-month position funded by a grant from the Mellon Foundation to support research­library preservation programs nationally. Four other institutions have also received preservation intern grants from the Mellon Foundation: Library of Congress, New York Public Library, Stanford University Libraries, and Yale University Libraries. The intern will report to the Head of the Preservation Department and, after orientation, will be assigned to one or more departmental libraries. Every effort will be made to assign the intern to subject areas of individual interest. The primary responsibilities will involve surveying the condition of spe­ cific collections, monitoring environmental conditions, assessing current preservation procedures and determining needs in order to design a practical preservation program, and preparing a proposal for the funding of any identified special needs. The intern will have the opportunity to participate in planning sessions, policy discus­ sions, and other library-wide preservation activities. In addition to an accredited MLS, requirements are knowledge of preservation prac­tices and conservation procedures and techniques, as demon­ strated through previous relevant experience and/or successful completion of a formal program in the preservation of research li­ brary materials. The monthly salary (which will increase 7/1/88) is currently $1,917. Excellent benefits include tuition exemption for self and family and assistance with University housing. Send resume, list­ ing three references, to: Kathleen M. Wiltshire, Director of Personnel, Box 35 Butler Library, Columbia University, 535 West 114th Street, New York, NY 10027. Deadline for applications is May 21, 1988. An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer.

PRESERVATION MICROFILMING LIBRARIAN. Preservation De­ partment. Primary responsibility for managing the Columbia Uni­ versity Libraries Preservation Microfilming Program, including supervi­sion of supporting staff and student employees to prepare materials for microfilming, involving establishing bibliographic control, target­ing, collating, and physical preparation of volumes. Responsibilities also include coordinating filming activities with the Reprographic Laboratories; coordinating pre- and post-filming procedures with other library units; contacting and maintaining contacts with outside microfilming vendors; managing grant-funded projects; assisting in all aspects of the Preservation Program including training, publica­tions, the Preservation Committee, disaster prevention and recov­ery, and system-wide planning for preservation. In addition to an ac­credited MLS, requirements are knowledge of preservation
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microfilming policies and procedures, with experience in a microfil-
ning operation preferred; knowledge of current preservation trends,
bibliographic work, and cataloging experience in a library setting
in a fast-paced, demanding academic environment serving under-
graduate and graduate students and faculty. A collegial approach to professional service is essential. This position requires interpersonal skills of high quality and effectiveness. Reporting responsibilities will be to the Head of Reference and the collection development officer, as appropriate. We seek an individual with high academic qualifications, in-
cluding a terminal degree of relevance to management or economics
and/or subject background; user education; library orientation and bibliographic instruction. The position requires the ability to work in a fluid,
complex organization and to communicate effectively verbally and in
writing. Formal study of preservation in an academic environment and
supervisory work experience in a large academic library desirable.
Salary range (which will increase 7/1/88) are currently: Librar-
ian II: $25,000-$33,750. Excellent benefits include assistance with University housing and tuition ex-
emption for self and family. Submit resume listing three references to: Kathleen M. Wilshte, Director of Personnel, Box 35 Butler Li-
brary, Columbia University, 535 West 114th Street, New York, NY
10027. Deadline for applications is May 21, 1988. A Full-time, Tenure Track Reference
Position available at private, church-related liberal arts college in the tri-state area of the northern panhan-
dle of West Virginia. Twelve month contract, faculty status (non-
tenure). Primary duties: reference desk service (including some evenings and weekends), bibliographic instruction, reference col-
lection development, training and supervising student employees, and online database searching (primarily DIALOG). MLS required. Salary $18,000. Send letter of application and resume with names, addresses, and phone numbers of three references to: Charles A. Jamison, Library Director, Myrin Library, Ursinus College, Collegeville, PA 19426. To ensure consideration, applications must be received by June 3, 1988. Ursinus College does not discriminate on grounds of race, color, national origin, sex, age or handicap.

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, Owen Science and Engineering Li-
brary, position currently open. Under the direction of the Head, Owen Science and Engineering Library, is responsible for reference,
user education, database searching, collection development, liaison
to departments, participation in library committees, and other duties
as assigned. The Owen Science and Engineering Library is a mod-
ern 7 story building with a staff of 26, including 8 librarians; contains
400,000 volumes and 611,000 microforms. Library has automated
circulation, acquisitions and bibliographic systems. Required: AALA-
credited MLS degree; effective interpersonal relations and com-
unications skills. Preferred: Experience in a science/enginei-
neering/medical library and/or subject background; user education;
computerized literature searching. Rank and salary commensurate
with experience and qualifications. Salary negotiable from begin-
ing professional salary of $18,000. A progressive record of profes-
sional scholarly achievements will be necessary in the position.
TIAA/CREF, broad insurance programs. Send letter of application,
resume and names of three references to: Donna L. McCool, Assis-
tant Director, Owen Science and Engineering Library, State Uni-
versity, Pullman, WA 99164-5610. Applications must be postmarked no later than June 15, 1988. Washington State Univer-
sity is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Educator and Em-
ployer. Protected group members are encouraged to apply and to
identify their status.
Opportunity Employer. Minority applicants are especially encour-
aged to apply and to make themselves known to our university’s af-
firmative action officer, Silvia Fenton.

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, PSYCHOLOGY SUBJECT SPECIAL-
IST, Assistant Professor (tenure-leading). (Job revised and deadline
extended.) Central Reference Services Department starting Septem-
ber 1. 1) Serve on the Reference/Information Desk. 2) Select materi-
als for the general library collection in psychology and related social
sciences. (Includes collection management, assessment, and fund
management.) 3) Provide user education in assigned subject ar-
eas(s). 4) Liaison with faculty, staff, and students. 5) Online searching
in the social sciences and humanities. Required: MLS from an Ameri-
can Library Association accredited library school; strong interper-
sonal skills; degree in psychology or relevant work experience. Pre-
ferrable: three years of experience in the social sciences or humanities;
experience in online searching; experience in reference services; read-
ing knowledge of one or more foreign languages. $18,750 mini-
um for a 12-month contract. Salary may be higher depending upon
the qualifications of the successful applicant. Apply with full re-
sume plus names and current addresses/telephone numbers of three
references by June 15, 1988, to: Kent Hendrickson, Dean of
Libraries, 106 Love Library, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lin-
coln, NE 68588-0410. Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. Califor-
nia State University, Sacramento. Probationary (tenure-track) po-
sition at the Senior Assistant Librarian rank. Position is contingent
upon funding. Salary range $31,680-$36,408 depending upon qualifi-
cations. Responsibilities: under the direction of the Science and
Technology Reference Department Head, provides general refer-
ence service, database searching, and library instruction in the sci-
ces, technology and related subjects; serves as a subject special-
ist and library research consultant in environmental science, or
computer science, or engineering or some combination of the
above; coordinates the development of designated science collec-
tions; meets responsibilities of a faculty appointment. Minimum Qual-
ifications. ALA-accredited master’s degree (must be completed by
appointment date); bachelor’s degree in one of the sciences, com-
puter science, or engineering; training or experience in computer-
based information sources; strong interpersonal and communica-
tion skills (written and oral). Desirable Qualifications: Public service
experience in an academic, research, or special library; experience
with environmental science, computer science, or engineering litera-
ture; library instruction or teaching experience. Write for a detailed
vacancy announcement. Application procedures: send a letter post-
marked no later than June 15, 1988, addressing the above qualifica-
tions; a current resume, and names and addresses of three refer-
ences to: Charles Martell, Dean and University Librarian, California
State University, Sacramento, The Library, 2000 Jed Smith Drive;
Sacramento, CA 95819-2695. CSUS is an equal opportunity, affir-
mate action institution and hires only individuals lawfully authorized
in work in the United States.

SCIENCE, BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION, AND REFERENCE
LIBRARIAN. Serving a progressive university campus, including a
center of excellence in Marine Science research. Responsibilities:
coordinator of automated bibliographic searching and instructional
services, including teaching of a for-credit library course. Work also
includes reference duty and participation in collection development.
Qualifications: ALA-accredited MLS, undergraduate degree in sci-
ences a must, graduate degree highly desirable. Demonstrated ex-
erience in online (DIÁLOG) searching and bibliographic instruc-
tion. (Knowledge of Marine Science/Technology/Life Sciences.
12-month contract. Salary depending upon experience. Send applica-
tion, resume, and names of three references to: Samuel Fustukjian, Director, Nelson Poynter
Memorial Library, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
Campus, St. Petersburg, FL 33701. Applications received by May
26, 1988, will be considered. An Equal Opportunity, Affirmative
Action employer.

SCIENCE/ENGINEERING LIBRARIAN. Provides general as well as
in-depth science/engineering reference services, including online
literature searching; selects materials, teaches library usage and
services, and provides bibliographic instruction. Requires an MLS
from an ALA-accredited library school. Preferred: degree in sci-
ence or engineering; reading knowledge of a foreign language;
knowledge of online searching in BRS or DIÁLOG; experience in sci-
ence librarianship or reference department of an academic library.
Minimum salary $19,152. Applications, resumes and three letters of
reference should be sent to: Personnel Office, Box 1184, Wash-
ton University, St. Louis, MO 63130. Applications will be accepted
until May 30, 1988, or until the position is filled. Employment eligibility
verification is required upon hire. Washington University is an Affirm-
active Action, Equal Opportunity employer.

SCIENCE LIBRARIAN, Occidental College. The Science Librarian
position at Occidental College reports to the College Librarian.
He/she plans, coordinates and directs programs and services related to
the sciences as taught by the college. These include Biology, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Physics and Geology. Library
programs and services will include: reference service, bibliographic
instruction, collection development, online searching and faculty liai-
son work. May include evening and weekend assignments. Qualifi-
cations: MLS from an ALA-accredited library school; three years of
device work in one of the disciplines mentioned above; three years
experience in an academic library; a strong service orientation; famil-
arity with automated services, including Dialog or BRS, applications
of microcomputer software programs to library projects. The person
we seek for this position must work with minimum supervision and
have the flexibility to meet new assignments as the organization and
operations undergo changes. Must demonstrate an ability to work
well with faculty, students, staff and colleagues. Excellent communi-
cation skills are required. Occidental College is a highly selective lib-
eral arts college located in the culturally enriched Los Angeles area.
A major liberal arts college, science at Occidental College is a moder-
nated experimental project in the area of information sciences. (In-
teptation in 1989. Minimum salary of $23,000 with a very generous ben-
etif package. Please send letter of application, resume, and the
names of three professional references to: Jacquelyn M. Morris, Col-
lege Librarian, Mary Norton Clapp Library, Occidental College,
1600 Campus Road, Los Angeles, CA 90041. Applications received
by May 27, 1988, will be considered. An equal opportunity first
affirmative action employer.

SCIENCE REFERENCE AND MAPS LIBRARIAN, SUNY
Binghamton. Assistant Librarian, Science Library. Primary responsi-
bilities are for science reference, online searching and collection de-
velopment and curatorial services for maps. The librarian will report
to the Head of the Science Library. We seek an individual with high
academic qualifications, including an MLS from an ALA-accredited
library school, with a second advanced degree of relevance and a
science-related liberal arts undergraduate degree preferred.
Screening of applications will begin 15 June 1988 and will continue
until the position is filled or withdrawn. We wish to have this person
on staff by mid-August, to prepare for the Fall semester. The range
of salary anticipated for this position is $21,000 to $29,000 (calendar
year), commensurate with qualifications, with excellent facilities and
benefits available. Send resumes, names and addresses of three refer-
ces, a letter describing your qualifications, and a current curric-
um vitae to: Arthur E. Delk, Director of Libraries, State University
of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901; (607) 777-
2346. State University of New York is an Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity Employer. Minority applicants are especially encour-
egaged to apply and to make themselves known to our university’s
affirmative action officer, Silvia Fenton.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGY LIBRARIAN. Requires ALA-
credited master’s degree; knowledge of online searching techniques;
demonstrated written, oral, and interpersonal communication skills;
commitment to service and academic librarianship, including research. Degree in a relevant subject field is desir-
able. Potential applicants must include a letter describing their pre-
paration and desire for the position. Physical distance at time of appli-
cation but not of residence. Salary anticipated for this position is $21,000 to $32,000, depending upon experience. Send,
with full resumes demonstrating professional preparation and
knowledge of the sciences, to: Kenneth Woolsey, Library School, with a second advanced degree of relevance and a
science-related liberal arts undergraduate degree preferred.
Screening of applications will begin 15 June 1988 and will continue
until the position is filled or withdrawn. We wish to have this person
on staff by mid-August, to prepare for the Fall semester. The range
of salary anticipated for this position is $21,000 to $29,000 (calendar
year), commensurate with qualifications, with excellent facilities and
benefits available. Send resumes, names and addresses of three refer-
ces, a letter describing your qualifications, and a current curric-
um vitae to: Arthur E. Delk, Director of Libraries, State University
of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901; (607) 777-
2346. State University of New York is an Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity Employer. Minority applicants are especially encour-
egaged to apply and to make themselves known to our university’s
affirmative action officer, Silvia Fenton.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGY LIBRARIAN. Tenure-track 12-
month faculty appointment. Responsible for collection development,
reference service, bibliographic instruction, and user education. Re-
views recruitment and hiring practices, especially for faculty, stu-
dents; database searching; and library instruction in the ar-
eas of veterinary medicine and animal science and other subjects as
assigned. Policy-making responsibility for the Veterinary Teaching
Hospital Branch Library. Serves at general science reference desks
as part of a team of five librarians and eight paraprofessional staff.
Reports to the Head of the Science and Technology Department.
Salary $19,000. Requires ALA-accredited master’s degree; knowl-
edge of online searching techniques; demonstrated written, oral,
and interpersonal communication skills; commitment to service and academic librarianship, including research. Degree in a relevant subject field is desir-
able. Potential applicants must include a letter describing their pre-
paration and desire for the position. Physical distance at time of appli-
cation but not of residence. Salary anticipated for this position is
$21,000 to $32,000, depending upon experience. Send,
with full resumes demonstrating professional preparation and
knowledge of the sciences, to: Kenneth Woolsey, Library School, with a second advanced degree of relevance and a
science-related liberal arts undergraduate degree preferred.
Screening of applications will begin 15 June 1988 and will continue
until the position is filled or withdrawn. We wish to have this person
on staff by mid-August, to prepare for the Fall semester. The range
of salary anticipated for this position is $21,000 to $29,000 (calendar
year), commensurate with qualifications, with excellent facilities and
benefits available. Send resumes, names and addresses of three refer-
ces, a letter describing your qualifications, and a current curric-
um vitae to: Arthur E. Delk, Director of Libraries, State University
of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13901; (607) 777-
2346. State University of New York is an Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity Employer. Minority applicants are especially encour-
egaged to apply and to make themselves known to our university’s
affirmative action officer, Silvia Fenton.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES AND MINORITY LIBRARIAN/BIBLIOGRAPHER. Position Description: The Social Sciences and Minority Librarian/Bibliographer provides reference assistance at a central reference desk and specialized assistance with Urban Studies, Military Science, and the Minority Cultures Collection. Defined to include materials on U.S. Blacks, Mexican-Americans, and Native Americans in the Southwest; participates in collection development, library instruction, online database searching, and faculty liaison. The Minority Cultures Collection is a discrete collection in the Central Library. The Social Sciences and Minority Librarian/Bibliographer reports to the Head of Central Library Reference. Qualifications: Required: Master’s degree from an ALA-accredited program; knowledge of social science reference and bibliographic resources. Desired: Experience or academic preparation, especially a Master’s degree, in the social sciences; knowledge of resources for minority studies; experience in library instruction and online database searching; reading knowledge of Spanish. Employment: Full-time. Non-traditional work week. Location: The University of Texas at Arlington, located in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, has a current enrollment of approximately 23,000 and offers 97 degrees, 18 at the Ph.D. level. The University Libraries presently have approximately 1,076,500 items in the collections, a staff of 100, and an FY 1987-88 budget of nearly $5,000,000. The Libraries participate in AMIGOS/ OCLC, DIALOG, BRs, and are installing the NOTIS automated system. Salary and Benefits: $18,036 annual minimum, depending on qualifications and experience. Benefits include State contribution to health insurance premiums, payment of 88 percent of Social Security premiums for a total of $965, and 8.5 percent annual salary contributed by the state for optional retirement programs. Applications: Applications should include a resume, names and addresses of three professional references. Consideration for the position will begin June 3, 1988, and will continue until a satisfactory candidate has been found. Applications should be addressed to: Chair, Social Sciences and Minority Librarian Search Committee, The University of Texas at Arlington Libraries, P.O. Box 19497, Arlington, TX 76019. Applications from qualified minorities are encouraged. The University of Texas at Arlington is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

SOCIAL WORK LIBRARIAN. This position has primary responsibility for providing general and in-depth information services to the faculty and students of the Graduate School of Social Work, and for developing the social welfare collections at Columbia. In addition, the Social Work Librarian works with the reference staff in the Lehman (social science) Library to provide social science reference and instructional services. Reporting to the Assistant Director for Social Sciences, the Librarian serves as the Libraries’ liaison with Social Work faculty and students and works with other department librarians in the Social Science Division with the Assistant Director to develop services to enhance intellectual and physical access to the social science collections. In addition to an accredited MLS, requirements are: previous professional experience, including bibliographic database searching and bibliographic instruction; subject background and/or relevant experience in social welfare; strong written and verbal communications skills; and demonstrated ability to administer library collections and work effectively with faculty and students. Preliminary interview will be held at the Annual Special Libraries Association meeting in June in Denver. Salary ranges (which will increase 7/1/88) are currently: Librarian I: $23,000–$29,900; Librarian II: $25,000–$33,750. Excellent benefits include assistance with University housing and tuition exemption for self and family. Send resume, listing three references, to: Kathleen Wiltshire, Director of Personnel, Box 35 Butler Library, Columbia University, 535 West 114th Street, New York, NY 10027. Deadline for applications is May 30, 1988. An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARIAN. Located in south central Kentucky, the Kentucky Library contains approximately 35,000 volumes and significant ephemera relating to Kentucky and the region. Faculty position, reporting to Supervisor of Kentucky Library, primarily responsible for collection development; work with vendors and donors; planning and performing basic conservation activities; reference; bibliographic instruction; involvement in university, community and professional concerns. Qualifications include MLS from ALA-accredited program; effective planning and communication skills; 2 or more years professional experience in special collections work as well as advanced subject degree in American history, folklore or other relevant subject area preferred. Minimum salary $19,000. Rank dependent upon qualifications and experience. Applications accepted until position filled. Send letter of application, resume, three current references to: Office of Academic Affairs, Library Search, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101. An affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

TECHNICAL SERVICES LIBRARIAN. A new position available July 1 includes collection development, participation in implementa­tion of an automated library system, cataloging, liaison work with a group of academic departments, and occasional coverage of the reference desk. We seek a librarian with experience in cataloging and with working knowledge of AACR2, LC subject headings, MARC formats, and OCLC protocols. In addition to an ALA-accredited MLS, we seek candidates with foreign language skills. Recent cataloging experience, preferably in an academic library, and familiarity with the Dewey Decimal Classification system desirable. The Library is in the process of introducing an integrated automated system. The successful applicant will utilize cataloging skills to assist in the introduction of an online public access catalog offering access to all of the Library’s holdings. Experience with an automated system is desirable. The position offers faculty status, generous health and life insurance plans, TIAA/CREF, 22 days annual vacation, and 10 paid holidays in a 12-month contract. Salary is dependent on qualifications and experience, with a minimum of $22,000. Lafayette is a highly competitive independent coedu­cational undergraduate institution with course offerings in the liberal arts and engineering. We are located within easy travel distance of New York City and Philadelphia and with the advantages of the Po­conos and Bucks County nearby. Members of minority groups are encouraged to apply. Please send a letter of application, resume, and three letters of recommendation by May 20, 1988, to Dorothy Cieslicki, Librarian, Lafayette College, Easton, PA 18042-1797. An equal opportunity employer.

LATE JOB LISTINGS

BIOMEDICAL REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. Dana Biomedical Library, Dartmouth College/Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, the largest medical library in northern New England, is seeking applicants for the position of biomedical reference librarian. Responsibilities include general reference work; database searching on MEDLARS, BRs, DIALOG, AMA/NET, and CD-ROM systems; some collection management; and user education. This individual will also serve as a liaison between the Reference Department and the Learning Resources Center (Audiovisual Department and Microcomputer Laboratory). Position reports to the Assistant Librarian. Qualifications: Master’s degree from an accredited library school; undergraduate degree in the Life Sciences; minimum of three years experience in an academic health sciences library; excellent interpersonal and communication skills; strong reference, online searching, microcomputer, and teaching skills; and an interest in educational
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technology and library research. Salary: Librarian I, $21,500+; Librarian II, $23,600+; with excellent fringe benefits. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and names of three references to: Phyllis E. Jaynes, Biomedical Reference Librarian Search Committee, Dartmouth College Library, Hanover, NH 03755. The committee will begin reviewing applications by June 1, 1988. Dartmouth College is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

BUSINESS REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. The University of Alabama Libraries, Tuscaloosa, invite applications for the position of Business Reference Librarian to provide, under the supervision of the Head of the Business Library, a full range of services, including development and interpretation of business reference collection to the university community, collection development in business, library user instruction, database and end-user searching and instruction, preparation of bibliographies and other library aids, and supervision of student assistants. Some evening and weekend reference desk service required. Qualifications required: An MLS from a program accredited by ALA; in-depth knowledge of basic business reference sources, national and trade bibliographies; ability to work effectively with faculty, students, and library personnel at all levels; excellent oral and written communication skills; commitment to client-centered services. Desirable: Working knowledge of a foreign language; business reference experience in a large academic library or a special library; experience in online searching, government documents, and bibliographic instruction; evidence of professional and/or scholarly activity. Second master's degree in business or a relevant social science degree highly desirable. Salary/benefits: Twelve month, faculty rank, tenure earning, strong benefits. Appointment will be at the Instructor level with a minimum salary of $18,000 or at the Assistant Professor level with a minimum salary of $21,000. Salary and rank dependent upon qualifications and experience. Projected date of appointment is September 1, 1988. To apply send letter of application, resume and names and addresses of 3 references to: Sondra Tucker, Personnel Officer, University of Alabama Libraries, Reference Librarian Search Committee, P.O. Box S, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-9784 by June 10, 1988. The University of Alabama is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

DIRECTOR OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES. Indiana University of Pennsylvania is seeking a Director of Bibliographic Services. This management position reports to the Associate Director for Technical Services and Systems and is responsible for planning and evaluating day-to-day cataloging activities of faculty and support staff in the creation of bibliographic and item data for the Libraries' union public access catalog for planning, maintaining, and making weekly updates to the database; and for assisting in planning and implementing procedures for phasing out the card catalog. The IUP Libraries are installing an online union catalog designed by Carlyle Systems, Inc. Salary range for this management classification begins at $23,694; however, the starting salary will be dependent upon the qualifications of the successful candidate. Fringe benefits are excellent. An MLS from an ALA-accredited library school; a second Master's degree; knowledge of AACR2 and Library of Congress Subject Headings; good written, oral, interpersonal skills; experience with the OCLC cataloging subsystem and automated library systems generally; and a minimum of five years experience working in an academic library environment are required. Three years experience in the development and quality control of an online union catalog in MARC format, enriched bibliographic records, Dewey Decimal classification system, and experience with microcomputing is preferred. Training ability or experience with the implementation of an automated online union catalog is useful as well as experience in public or access services in an academic library. Send cover letter, resume, and namesaddresses/phone numbers of at least three references to: Chair, Director
of Bibliographic Services Search Committee, 203 Stapleton Library, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, PA 15705-1096. Appointment effective July 1, 1988, or as soon as possible thereafter. IUP is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply.


HEAD, ZIMMERMAN REFERENCE DEPARTMENT, University of New Mexico General Library. Faculty position. Permanent, 12 month, full time. Salary: $32,000 minimum. Level of appointment: Assistant Professor. Responsible to: Dean of Library Services. Education: Master’s degree from an ALA-accredited program. Required: A minimum of 5 years of progressively responsible professional library experience in public services in an academic or research library. Strong commitment to quality public services. Substantial evidence of administrative ability. The successful candidate must possess the ability to: work in a non-traditional management environment that uses a collaborative approach to decision-making; set priorities and provide decisive leadership in a dynamic environment; work well with people at all levels. Also needed are a creative approach to problem solving, evidence of contributions to university and professional committees and organizations, and a demonstrated record of scholarship and research. Additional qualifications: Second master’s degree preferred. Collection development experience desirable. Duties: Administers the central Reference Department, which includes the Microforms Area. Responsible for and takes part in all department activities, including reference desk service, collection development (responsible for Reference collection; may select in a subject area for general collection), library instruction, and online searching. Plans, implements, and evaluates Reference Department programs, services, and policies. Supervises and evaluates members of the Reference Department: 10 library faculty, 5.25 FTE staff and approximately 13 part-time students. Oversees hiring and training of new personnel and is responsible for faculty and staff development in the department. Serves on the Council of Department Heads, the major administrative body of the General Library. Transmits information, concerns, and policy issues, and coordinates planning and services between the department and the library as a whole. Background: The University of New Mexico General Library, with a collection of over 1,300,000 volumes, is a member of the Association of Research Libraries and the AMIGOS Bibliographic Council. The collection is located in Zimmerman Library, as well as 4 separate branches: Business/Economics, Fine Arts (Arts, Music, Architecture), Science/Engineering, and Curriculum materials. The General Library utilizes a DataPhase circulation system, an INNOVACQ acquisitions and serial control system, and will be installing a Carlyle online catalog. UNM, with an enrollment of 24,500 students, serves a multicultural state. The University employs 1,400 faculty, 3,800 staff, and offers 54 master’s and doctoral and professional degrees. Faculty responsibilities: It is assumed that the incumbent in the position will comply with the policies of the Faculty Handbook including research, publication and service to the profession and community. Applications: Submit resume (including names and addresses of three references) by June 10, 1988, to: Rita Critchfield, General Library Personnel Office, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131.
Recruitment will continue until the position is filled. UNM is an Equal Employment Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

REFERENCE LIBRARIAN (TECHNOLOGY), full-time, 12-month, faculty position with the University of South Alabama, an urban university of 10,000 students. Mobile, located on Mobile Bay, is a metropolitan area of 478,821 near the Gulf Coast. Reference department offers collegiality, independence, flexible future assignments, and professional challenge. Five professionals share responsibilities with teamwork and a strong public service tradition in an atmosphere of increasing library use. The library is automated utilizing NOTIS, with online catalog and acquisitions modules operational and circulation scheduled for the near future. Duties: Primary responsibility: provide reference services to and act as liaison with the students and faculty in engineering and computer science. Reference desk duty (including evenings and weekends in rotation), online searching, library orientation and instruction, joint student supervision, and special projects are included. Participates in the development of computer-assisted reference services and collection development activities in engineering and computer science. Requires: ALA/MLS. Innovative, cooperative, flexible, goal-directed professional who is service-oriented and has an ability to work effectively with library users and colleagues. Preferred qualifications: Interest, knowledge or experience with microcomputer hardware and software and the ability to apply this to reference services. Subject background in an area of technology. Training or experience in reference services, including online searching. Appointment will be at the instructor level with a salary of $18,000. Promotion and tenure-track appointment available August 1, 1988. The University of South Alabama offers generous benefits including mandatory state retirement, options for TIAA/CREF, etc., subsidized insurance and 20-day paid vacation. Applications must be postmarked by May 20, 1988. Candidates should submit a letter of introduction outlining qualifications, current resume, and names and addresses for three references to: Geneva Bush, Chair, Search Committee, University Libraries, University of South Alabama, Mobile, AL 36688. Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

SERIALS CATALOGER (position reopened). Responsible for cataloging and classifying print serials in all subject areas. Supervises the serials cataloging unit of two FTE technical assistants and two student assistants. The unit is also responsible for the creation and maintenance of local data records for the Arkansas Union List of Serials via the OCLC Serials Control Subsystem and for recording local holdings information on the shelflist. Participation in automation planning may also be required. Position reports to the Head, Cataloging Department. ALA-accredited MLS, serials cataloging experience (preferably in an academic library), knowledge of AACR2 and LC classification and subject headings required; experience with OCLC and local automated systems desired. Rank and salary dependent upon qualifications and experience, $19,000 minimum. Twelve-month, tenure-track, TIAA/CREF, 22 days annual leave, tuition and other benefits. Position available July 1, 1988. Applications accepted until the position is filled; review of candidates began February 1, 1988. The University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, is a land-grant university and the major academic research institution in the state, offering a full range of undergraduate, graduate, and professional degrees. Situated in the Ozarks, Fayetteville (population 40,000) offers cultural and recreational opportunities associated with natural beauty and a university community. Send letter of application, resume, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three current references to: John A. Harrison, Director of Libraries, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701. The University of Arkansas is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer; minority and female candidates are strongly encouraged to apply.
Library Statistics of Colleges and Universities, 1985:
National Summaries, State Summaries, Institutional Tables.
Statistics on 3,000 academic libraries surveyed by the Center for
Educational Statistics. Contains data on collections, operating ex­
penditures, staff, and institutional indices of library operating
expenditures, books and bound serials and FTE library staff.
$30.00 pb; ACRL member $24.00 240p. 0-8389-7147-4 1987

ACRL University Library Statistics 1985-86 and 1986 “100
Libraries” Statistical Survey. Data and rankings of 149 univer­
sity, college, community and junior college libraries on collections,
expenditures, personnel, and interlibrary loans.
$30.00 pb; ACRL member $24.00 110p. 0-8389-7144-x 1987

Quantitative Criteria for Academic Research Libraries,
by Kendon L. Stubbs. Data from 3,000 academic libraries answers
the question, “What is an academic research library?” In tables
arranged by state, each institution is ranked by a component score.
$19.00 pb; ACRL member $15.00 135p. 0-8389-6788-4 1984
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